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they have been disingenuously dealt with. Would not a more
frank course be far better? When dogmatio definitions
become obsolete, wel'e it not wise to disuse them, and grad1IIlly mput in their stead the views ·that have actuaUy taken .
their stead ?
It is in this conviction that I have placed these views
before the church. Oold is they may BeeIQ. to some" they
yet come out of a very warm heart, and are the sentiments
of one who yields to none in childlike reverence for the
Bible, and who finds in it a sanctaarr in regard to which he
joylullf. exclaims, with the patriarch: "Surely the Lord is
in this place; this is no other than the house of God, and
here ii the gate of laeaven."
.
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III spite of man's vain-gloryt he is yet ev~ haunted by a
aeeret feeling of the shortness of hie destiny. There is
aometbing in mere permanence that ·carries with it a dignity
that man envi01l81y confeues himself - as phenomenonto Jack. Even wholly insignificant men can 80 little content
tbem.aelves with the oblivion 'that necessarily awaits them,
tha~ they seek out the hardest granite, compelling it to pre. sene the remembrance of the' names and deeds that they
Ute not entrust to their fellow-creatures. 'When tempon!
aids fail, it is to the "etemal hills" that we lift our eyes for
help. The Oolosseum of Rome was at its building no more
imposing than that .of Boston, except from the lasting nature
of the material. It is only because the Boman amphitheatre
baa so' lang endured that it oppresses the mind with -ita
snatoeu; while the ephemeral creation of modem times
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bore so plainly the marks of immediate decay that, for all

its size, it was never truly sublime.
Endurance, then, although not itself greatness, is yet the
best proof of the greatness of a human work. It makes
plain those elements that appeal to the univenal and essential principles of our nature, it shows that the popularity of
a work that lasts is not due to ani local or temporary causes,
and it is, in short, the most obvious guide in a critical estimate of human possessions. Time has little to do with truth.
What is only relatively true can never have any wide-epread
inBuence; but when one comes upon a great truth, in an old
book, the mind leaps with a certain delight over whatever insignificant centuries may have intervened since the author
walked and talked, and rejoices as in new found kin. This
feeling, which is, to a certain extent, a peculiarity of commentators, is in the case of Aristotle shared by many of
those who have won distinction in any of the numerous lines
of thought which bear the impress of that great genius.
Apart from his physical investigations, which in spite of
modern advances could still call forth the enthusiastic uttel'lo
anee of Ouvier; and apart from his treatises on metaphysics
and logic, which can never be wholly superseded, he w:as the
author of four a~thropological works which no modern philosopher can afford to neglect, and anyone of which would, if
it were now first to appear, make the reputation of its author.
Ooncerning the" Rhetoric" Mr. Grote several times in his
history expresses himself With great emphasis: "a treatise,"
he incidentally observes, "which has rarely been surpassed
in power of philosophic analysis." Again, quite incidentally
he remarks that if there were no other work of Aristotle's
remaining, we should from this treatise alone decide that the
author was a great man. The treatise on poetry still remains, it is probable, the most scientific, if not the only
systematic work upon that snbject. Dr. Arnold, who was
so familiar with our author that he used to speak of him
as "dear old Tottle," actually decided in favor of Oxford
rather than Oambridge as his son'a nniversity, because, u he
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said. ". I would not consent to send my son to a university
wIaer.e.he would lose the study of him." He looked upon
tbe.'~ Politics" as not only of great assistance in the study
of.early Roman history, but in the midst of the agitation of
the questions of church authority and church government, in
which he was so much interested, he asserted: "The Politics
of· Ariatotle are to me of a very great and direct use every
day of my life."
. The Ethics of Aristotle have long occupied a prominent
position at Oxford, and many editions have issued thence;
but .elSewhere, and especially since the time of Kant, this
treatiae has received less attention than it deserves. There
are.parts of it that would fasten the attention of even the
most cursory reader, but in general the expression, which
in enigmatio terseness rivals that of Tacitus, is little calculated, to interest. We should constantly bear in mind the
probability that we are dealing not with a finished composition .of Aristotle's, but with the analysis or notes which
either he or one of his hearers has preserved; a probability
iacreased in the cue of the Ethics by the existence of remarks
addre.saed directly to" hearers." We know from Diogenes
Laertius the names of twenty-seven dialogues,-now lost, and
£roni :Cicero that Aristotle had a style distinguished by
~.copia et IUatJitlu"; from which it is easy to infer that the
published works were those of which Cicero is speaking, and
which we know only by title through Diogenes. Indeed it
would not be inappropriate to translate the title "akroamati.c," which is applied to the extant writings, by " notes,"
or ~, lectures." The Ethics would not occupy a hundred of
tlle pages of this magazine; but the quantity of thought that
it contains could never have been imparted successfully in:
thia cpndensed form. If A.ristotle could secure so compa~t an interpreter as Plato has in Professor Jowett, one
who w:ould not heaitate to increase the bulk of this treatise
even four-fold, it is not at all unlikely that sach expansion
If.O\Ild render inviting to a large circle of readers. what is
the laborioua task of a few. It is not, perhaps, f;(» rash an
VOl.
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opinion for a teacher to advance, that if this work were translated in such a manner, and furnished with a commentary
by a scholar in ethics, not philology, it would be the most
satisfactory text-book in this much-abused science that
could be adopted in our colleges.
There are several reasons for maintaining this opinion.
In the first place, the tone of Aristotle's writings is thoroughly scientific, that is, judicial. Many of our modem
ethical treatises are written in a vein of maudlin sentimentality that inevitably excites the contempt of an intelligent
youth. A text-book it seems to be forgotten is to be in
great part committed to memory and recited. Now, anyone
would shrink from repeating a passage charged with really
fine sentiment, unless to a sympatbetic audience, after due
preparation, and with consciousness of fitness for the task.What becomes of the most touching speecb in Shakespeare
in the mouth of a dunce of a scbool-boy on a public stage I
But when the sentiment is of the dishwater kind, althougb
it may be tolerated in rapid reading, if the attempt is made
to commit it to memory and recite it, there can only result.
disgust to the learuer and derision from his fellows. No
sturdy young man can prese"e his self-respect wbile repeat.
ing the turgid eloquedce and highly-wrougbt bathos of our
modem moralists. "Beauty unadorned is adorned the
most," and the severe beauty of righteousness presents an
especially sorry figure in the tawdry and meretricious garments of an artificial rhetoric. Facts and principles are
what is wanted in a text-book, if there is to be any" gush,"
that can be furnished cheaply by tbe teacher in quantities to
suit the occasion. The fiery outbursts of a generous heart
aroused by the stimulus of a glimpse of truth or report of
wrong are to be welcomed and bonored; but separated from
the excitement of the occasion and the person they are JaO
more the same than the tufa is the same as the volcanic
eruption. The best sermons make the worst text-books.
Now in the ease of Aristotle's Ethics, facts and principles,
with reasons, are all that he offers us. There is not aD
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indication of personal feeling, nor an appeal to prejudice, or
anything but reason, throughout the whole book. The most
fastidious reader could find nothiug pedantic, redlmdant, or
superfluous. There is not a remark that anyone need fear
ridicule for making to-day. The book is full of shrewd
81yings that strike the attention like proverbs. It is sO
leuible, 80 wise, and yet so free from all affectation, that a
certain kindly and trustful feeling is produced in the mind
of the reader. He feels as he is led along that he is not
having opinions forced upon him, but that ho is on a voyage
of discovery with an intelligent and companionable guide,
who has no personal glory at stake, and cares only to give
the traveller the best possible knowledge of the country he
is traversing•
.A. second merit possessed by this work is, that it is not
devoted to the establishment of any metaphysical doctrine,
but is, what ethics itself eminently is, thoroughly practical.
Instead of interminable arguments on the freedom of the
will, - a subject concerning which no one, however clear and
positive his own cont'ictions, can be so infatuated as to expect
. mankind will ever agree, - Aristotle simply points out the
important fact that practically the question can be ignored
without damage to morals. .As men of equal virtue have
always been found on opposite sides of this question, and
have vigorously maintained that their opponent's views were
. subversive of all morality, we cannot but regard the position
of Aristotlo as decidedly the most judicious for a teacher of
morals; although we should be glad to have had somewhere
else a fuller presentation of his own views. As the opinion
is sometimes maintained that this question was unknown to
the Greeks, the remarks of Aristotle are worth quoting.
.. Since the end is what is willed, but the me&DII what is deliberated
about and preferred, the acta relating to the.e .hould be according to
choice and voluntary; IUch are the active displays of the virtues. Now
tirtue depends upon o1U'l8lvea, and ao vice; for whenever doing is in our
power 10 .uo.is not doing, aDd .nee I7eTIIIJ. So that if it is in our power
to do a thing which is honorable, it is alao in our power not to do it, which
is bale; and if to leave unc10De Is honorable anel in our power, to do,
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which 'is base, is also in our power. But, if' doing:and leaving llnciOO8
what is honorable and what is base are in 'our power,-,whic~ ja,Wug
~,Ol! bad-then being good. or bad is in,our po~er. "
I',I~: .. ',
" But as to the saying, 'No one is willingly wicked nm: unwill,~gI1
\llessed,' this is in one sense true, in another taIse.' No lone unWillingly
bles8eil, but vice is voluntary; or else we must eontridict wh4t we' 'l1avJ
jolt said, and deny that man is a principle, Ol' origiflatot of hiJ aelst 88 of'
children. But if this be 80, and we cannot re~ to,other, p.meiples eacep$
\bOle i~ ourselves, then the things of' whjch, fPe p.~llciplea ,B.n! i~ OUI\
~".er are themselves in our power and voluntary. ,This is bol'Jle witn~
to both by individuals and lawgivers, for they cbasiiae arid i>~niSh ~vil.
doel'lJ w'bo are not such from compulsion, or' ignoranc~'of' whie~' di~y are
DOt the cause. And they honor the doers of good'!ro alt to foatf!r the latter
cd repress the fOrmer. And yet no one encourages 111 to'thiaga-nO&u
our power nor voluntary, not thinking it wQrtA whjle to, p8l'11u&lle ~ 1,IlI~
to be hot or cold or hungry or any Buch thing, for we shall.~er th8f1. ~OD'
the less. For people are punished for ignorance itself if they seem to be
the'cause of their i~orance; as punishment is double for druukenpeople,
fot the ~rinciple (of action) i. in themselves, since thetw~re abl'e dono
get drunk, and this is the cause of their ignorance., 'And thOle' wIab.are
ignorant of anything in the laws, which they x>ugh~,
now, anJl is lIet,
hard, ~ punished; and 80 in the case of o*~ w~o &fl'l f 19nf¥'Nl~ ~
neglige~ce, their ignorance being owing to themselves, 8inc~ ~ey 'we~
!!obIe'to pay attention. But (it may be replied); such a
cannot give,
his attention. Still he is the cause of' this btabilltt, because 'be: lias lived
intemperately i and men are themselves the, causes of ·tlteiJ!, being 'IInJ-t
and intemperate by doing unjust and intempa:ate aet.l __ p~ ~
~y ki¢ make characters of that kind. This ill !cl~ fro~ ~ ~h().a~
given t!> any e.xercise of conduct, for they are continuallT praciisil!g.
No~ it' is certainly stupid not to know that
c~ntinuaI 'activity iii
special directions habits are produced. Furthei-more'it:isunreaiOnable that
he who practises injustice should not wish .t&be- elljllSl; Or that be: who
acta intemperately should not wish to be intemperate. Now-if 1UJ1.0D!
Dot being ignorant does those things &om. w\Ueh he l'!ill be ,~~ he
would be voluntarily unjust; nevertheless, he will not be apI!! whenever
h~ ..rlshes to leaye oft" being unjust and be just! fo~ 'the sick man'c~ot
be well, even If'it 80 happen that he is voluntarily IflblUrblh
J.ttk·
1. .lyand disobeying his physicians. At one time it'WaII in'hili'~WellUot to
be .ick; but by yielding and Dot eontrolling himaelf .,baa l~ ihelpo_;
JUllt .. it 1s no longer in the powe,- of one who has thrown amne-to.ftCIII
it, white yet throwing and hurling was in bis oWn power, for the principle
(of action)wa. in bis power. Thus in the first place it wu in the pomr
of the anjust and the intemperate not to beeome 80, alid therefbre tle"/
are 10 WO'luntarily, although when they have become 10 it is DO 1. . ill
tbeir,~. ,J;10~.to be so.
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: Not cpU! tha. ~~ !>£~';I9ul are voluntary, but, in some C88eIf thQlle
b.od,r ~ ,so,.~ll ~~ we blame. For no one blames tho,se whQ
are ugly by D~tUre, but tliose' who are so flom lack of exercise or. neglige~ce. 'in like 'manner, 'alaO, concerning weakness and deformity' and
IDiltilatlbn; 'fbr :no 'one would 1'Ilvile a man blind by natUl'll or disease'
• blow, but rather pity him; but every one would blame him who becomes
.wJud;£ro,n drupk8Dlle811 or ~her intemperance. Now of the &u1&s of the
¥y, tllOlle, w~ a,re in otp' .power are blamed i those which an;, ~ot in
,~
~~ 'bl~ed~ -And if ~his is so also in other things, ~he
faults that 4re bIatned would 'be those 1D our own power.
'. 'NoW'illmy'()ne"llhoUI-d' sat that all men aim at what they imagine to be
pod;b••* 8 oM ilUiM.e11l of their imagination, that but the end apPears it)
~4If1. ~ tR ",hat.4is character is, i it every one is, in a'certain
.~ tIl'l 'Ct&uae.(~ Ih~f pi his own character, he will alao ~ in ~
,~, ~ the ~au~, of ~ own imagination. But it no onll is th~
CaOBe to hims'elf othis oWii bad acts, but does them through ignorance
of the end;' tbinlting that' tlrough them the best 1'Il8UIta will follo~, and
thaII the I~ at. tile eJUI, tJj which he judges well and will
what
• t.rul,. flOOd, il not a ~(of his own choice, but is a natural eDd.owmeD~ lik~ ,~e ~D of ~ht, and that he ia naturally t'av01'lld who if
~ ;w:i~ ~s fa:eu!ty ((or I!e, will have the greatest and most hono!,!,ble
tbipg;' and' one. which he' cat/ri~t get or learn flom any other man, but will
uve it joSi iis it:'as given: 'him by natUl'll- and to be well and honorably
'Mlclewea :witli 'ttiii bt· nature constitutes the perfect and true' natural
goodness)i...,iftIDs-be true.'hPw will virtue be more voluntary than-vice'?
!.or to. ,bott- ..uke,:~ ~ as well as the bad, the end is apparent nd
~d ~j)~ 1!! ~ture. or in ~me luch way, and referring everythm" elat
.~this, ~y ac~ ~ordinglr•.Whether then the end, of whatever sort,it is,
a~ 'to every one, Dot 'by nature, but is something hil, or whether the
odd is' filied bi'Dil.t1ire, bui tHe good man performs the remaining' tliinga
rrol1HlltUily"; riJotue is Toblntary and vice ia DO lea so; for there is' just as
~... .,.taneitr ('rP;&"~) in the acta of a bad man, even if DOt in
.lfthe"" AI has. been sai~ the virtues are voluntary, for we are
'~l~,iq~; "!~1 ~i~fc"U8811 of our habit&, and &o~ our being ~f"
,certain cDaracter we propose to ourselves a corresponding end, the neel
wou\d'~ be~oIDntar1,fOr fue case is the same." 1
of.~e
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-. '~ifj" '~i1iinly an aitmirable treatment of a most difficult
sp~j~~. ,~o get~~n~st can object to the statement that i.f
'n~J~' 'iDyol~n~y s~ 4'180 is virtue; and no adv~~ ,01
l~clo~..Cap. ,deny'th~t .~abits escape the control of the wi~.
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for all practical purposes, that, apart from all hereditary or
natural tendencies (as Aristotle calls them), a man is to be
adjudged virtuous or vicious by his deliberate acts. Greater
fulness may be desired on such a subject, but not greater
fairness.
Still, it is doubtful whether it is not better that the discussion of this question should be carried on in treatises
professedly devoted to metaphysics or theology. Ever since
the time of Augustine and Pelagius, - that is, ever since'
the church has patronized philosophy, or philosophy has
served as a handmaid to the church,- this great controversy
has tended to overshadow the path of ethics. We should
now feel that an ethical treatise where the will was not the
most prominent feature in the discussion was like the play
of Hamlet with the part of Hamlet omitted. The doctrine
of sin, depending practically on the question of responsibility,
has inevitably led to the most prolonged and embittered
struggle that the schools have ever experienced; and, in
spite of all arguments and discussions, bulls and catechisms,
assemblies and councils,-in spite, even, of wars and persecutions, - philosophers are still as far as ever from agreement. The question has thus become so entangled with its
real or supposed corollaries that the very mention of the
words" necessity" and" freedom" is enough to arouse the
passions of strife and becloud the reason. Let a philosopher
once be called a necessarian, and his influence with many is
immediately gone, no matter what the value of his other
teachings; and with the believers.in determinism the hearing
accorded to a teacher of the freedom of the will would not
perhaps be more attentive. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied
that ethics as a science may and should exist apart from
theology. The relation of man to his own development, and
his relations to the corresponding development of his fellows,
is an entirely legitimate subject of scientific investigation,
apart from the relation of man to his Creator. The righteousness of man may be as filthy rags, compared with the
righteousness of God; and yet it has a real and very im-
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portant existence in all the relations of human life, and
therefore has a claim to scientific treatment in an even
greater degree than most other phenomena of society. Such
a science, as we shall see, may be related to that higher
science which connects man with God, and here the question
of the freedom of the ~l cannot be evaded; but, however
necessary the connection may be in fact, both sciences may
be elaborated separately.
No philosopher has done anything to vindicate the freedom
of the will in comparison with Kant; not that by his own
individual labors he accomplished so much, but that he
originated a movement which has had a prodigious influence
upon the present century. In great part through Coleridge,
who seems to have freely used the treasures that he discovered
in Germany, an entirely new element was introduced into
English thought. The doctrine of Adam's sin, as expounded by
Dr. N. W. Taylor, of New Haven, seems to require as its ultimate basis the ground of Kant, that the soul is a thing-in-itself.
The great work of Muller on the Cbristian Doctrine of Sin is
Kantian, an~ in its logical conclusion, the pre-exh,tence of the
soul, is but carrying out the principles of Kant. Kant saw,
18 well as Home, that we perceive only phenomena, and never
causal connection; but the irresistible tendency to discern
more than what the senses give us demanded his explanation.
He observed that in internal phenomena, or consciousness,
we follow the method of science when we discern motives.
Thef are causes in the phenomenal sense of telling when
certain results will follow; but they never tell why they will
follow. This question can never be answered in the case of
external objects-why they cause certain results; but in
Kant's view the ego is a thing-in-itself, of which we are immediately conscious; in ,fact, the only one. Hence we know
what causal energy is in our own selves. The motive is the
.hera; the will ~ the wAy.
It is difficult to convey, in short space, the meaning of
Kant; .but the following passage will serve to show how
• inevitably MUller was driven to the conclusion that he has
been so derided for adopting.
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"When it is admitted that the intelligible person may, in regaia 'af
&Dy given act, be flee, even while as a perIOn beloaging in part to the
'World of II8IIIe he is mechanically conditioned, it still seems as if wt. must
admit that the actions of mankind have their determining grolU1e! ip
IOmewhat entirely beyond their power; 80 soon as we admit that God,
as the Author of all things, is the cause of the existence of substance (a
position which cannot be deserted without abandoning theology). 'Here
It would seem that all man's IlAltiOns have their Jut ground in the cauaality
of a Supreme Being, different from himself; and, in truth, if the actions
of man which belong to his modifications in time be not mere de~na
tions of him as phenomenon, but of him as a thing-in-itaelf, then fre.edom
would irrecoverably be lost-man would be an automaton, wound up
and set agoing by lOme supreme artist. His self-consciousne. would DO
doubt make him a thinking automaton, where, however, the eonseiOUlDell
of his spontaneity, if deemed freedom, were illusory, as it could
be
called 80 comparatively speaking; since the next determinatots oC· his
movements and their series up to their last cause would, it is tru,e, be
internal, but the last and highest would be met with in a difFere~t ~d.
••••• ThelOlution of the said difficulty can be effected shortly and cl8ariy,
as follows: If existenc.in-time is a mere sensitive kind of representing
appertaining to the thinking subjects in the world, and 10 quite ull1'elated
to things-in-themselves, then the creating of these latter beings is
ating of things-in-themselves, because the notion of creation has Ilowhat
to do with the sensitive representing of an entity, but refers to n!>w:neru..
When, then, I 8&y of beings in the sensible world, ' 'rAey are creauil.· 80
far I regard them as noumen&. And as it woule! import a contradiction
to affirm that God is the originator of the phenomena, 10 it is likewiae ...
contradiction to affirm that he is as Creator cause of the actiOnt. wl\i,eh
as phenomena are exhibited in the sensible world, although he is cause of
the existence of the agent as a noumenon. And if, now, it is possible to
assert freedom without prejudice to the mechanism of the system of acQOD.
as phenomena, then it cannot make the least difFerence that the' 8geiit is
regarded as created; since creation refers to intelligible, not to seDBible,
existence, and 80 cannot be figured as a ground of the determiniltiOll pi
phenomena; which result, however, would ran out the other way' if t\le
finite beings existed in time as things-in-themselves, since then the ,Crea~r
of the su1lstance would be the Author of all the machinery attaching to
the substance. or 80 vast importance is the separation of time frOm, the
ezist;ence of real entities eftected in the Critiqw." 1
!, .

omy

,,0r&-

•

To a mind uncommitted to any dogmatic system, and
only anxiOnB to learn the truth, it might appear that £reeaom
cannot exist if time is an objective reality, that is,ehe view
1 Motaphl'ic ofEthica (Temple's translation), pp. 185-187:
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of KanVis oonect; 'Dut the solution must ever be to GTdiDar.y.

oomprehensibn more'difticwt than the original difficulty. '.!J
method, wJiieh requires, us to think away time in orier. to
establisl1· freedom would go far to prepare the mind to.think
away.freedom in Order to re-establish time. Such an iBquUy
18 that' oii'KaBt is· entirely legitimate as a metaphpical
8peC1llatiOD; but; althOugh the results may be used in ethics"
-. that ie t we 'may ·maintain that the will is, so far as ,ethics
ile eoncerned, fiae,·.!- the .treatment of Aristotle is' much
bMter adapted for the common unde'rstanding, and, althQugb
Dot '80 profound 'as ,that of Kant, it is, so far as it·,gOes,
eqball" soientific'inr spirit. Kant's efforts did, indeed,Tesait
in· the-'diseovery"of ·a'semblance of a door,· after shawinS
that'a1l"'ther oouceivable paths were vain; but they.put'it
110 far bff that we can never know whether it is more than,a
aeniblance ;-land' should 'We, gifted like him with superh1lDl8Ji
powers; reaeh this door and find it real, we should still:discover tliat it'W88 loclted upon the other side - reason never
being able, to free' herself from the categories. Yet eien
tIrle semblance is enough to frigbten off absolute sceptiaism.
I"ln.'spite of the lapse of centuries, the'framework of eWies;
both practical and theological, bas remained nearly as Ariamtle first constructed- it. The doctrine of ends or. filial
eaaee elaborated by him has established itself as firmlY' and
is Dt;cesSarily as' his 199iC. It is (so far as I know) not
probablC"that President Edwards had ever read the t:ttiics
of' .Aristotle;- nevettheless, the beginning of his trea.ti$~
"Concerning the End· for which God created the W QrId ,~
bears a striking resemblance to Aristotle's opening of his
subject; ·while the· dissertation on the "Nature of True
Virtn~" is, apari from·its specifio as8umptions, fundamentall,.
Aristetelian. In tD'Drst-mentioned treatise Edwards begins
by distinguishing, ends; chief and inferior, ultimate and,subordinafie, "'hiob.is justltbat Aristotle doe8 in his first chapter.
After -this,·iIl ·both treatise8, follows the question, Wbat is
the· gRatest good~' 'Where the formal conclusions are ,the
BaIne, although the theological snbject of Edward8 causes his
VOL. XXXV. No. 188.
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material results to be different. In the view of Aristotle
the highest of sciences was that which he called politicalnot in the restricted sense of governmental in which we now
use the term, but in that larger sense which it is fashionable
to express by that deplorable word" sociology." "The end
of this science will be t/,e good of man. To discover the
good of an individual is well; but it is noble and divine to
• discover that of a state." It is, of course, not necessary to
state, in these pages, that Edwards's definition of the chief
good is something quite ·different from this. In fact, it may
be feared that Aristotle and all his followers, so far as they
were not duly attentive to the glory of God, have woven for
themselves a web of their final causes that draws them 80
close to an evil end that only their ignorance can save them.
But as it is quite certain that Aristotle, if he had admitted
the postulates of Edwards, would have coincided with him
in his conclusions, we may be permitted to hope that these
great spirits are not now separated in their contemplations.
The style of Edwards is unfortunately too diffuse to admit
of his being here quoted; but a few words from Aristotle'
will at once be recognized as furnishing the key to the Edwardean system:
"The best end Is IIOmething perfect; 110 that if there is lOme one ead
which is alone perfect that would be what we are in aearch of-'j[ more,
the most perfect. The object pursued for its own sake is more perled
than that punued for the sake of IIOmething else; and that which is never
chosen on account of JUlything else is more perfect than those chosen both
on their own account and on account of that other. In a word tlW Is
simply perfect which il alwaya chosen on'ita own account and neYel' on
account of anything elae."I

At this point, however, we meet with what appears to be
a startling divergence of views. Aristotle immediately adds
that this perfect end is happiness; while according to :Edwards it is the glory of God. If we were to stop here we
should certainly be obliged to admit the common depreciation
of Aristotle to be correct. That it is not correct we may
show more clearly hereafter. For the present, we must
1 Eth. Nik., I, 7.
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observe that the word inadequately translated happiness is
EV8tup.oJllG, which is really not very different from the election
of God. H we were to say that the perfect end of human
action is to be elected of God, the modern theologian might
well hesitate before denying this proposition. He might
reply that such was the perfect end in the sense of being
the perfect result so far as man is concerned, although not
the perfect end in the sense of aim or purpose. This distinction, as we shall see, is of great importance; but, after
all, Aristotle does not use the word in its etymological sense.
Happiness is, in the first place, something" self-sufficient"
- something which apart from everything else makes life
eliglole and in no respect lacking. It is, again, the activity
of the 80ul according to reason, and not any passive state;
which is, again, called the activity of the soul according to
virtue, or to the best and most perfect virtue, and this too
in a perfect life; "for one swallow does not make spring,
nor does one day make a man happy." Here, now, the Edwardean philosophy mqst again pause before denying that
the perfect end of human action is the activity of the soul
according to virtue.
It is plain that everything depends on the question, What
is virtue. Aristotle soon decides that virtue is not found
iu the irrational soul, but in the reason, on the one hand, and
in the control of the reason, on the other-the will, it should
be remembered, is included by him under the reason - and
thus a twofold virtue appears- intellectual, and what may be·
called moral, where the appetites obey reason. Wisdom and
prudence are of the first class of virtues, liberality and temperance of the second. Virtue, it further appears, is a habit,
accompanied with deliberate cboice, exercised in a mean
state, so far as we are concerned, controlled by reason, and
especially the reason of a discreet man." The" mean" is .
the right eonrse between the too much and the too little,
both of which are wrong. But with reference to the standard of goodness, virtue is an extreme. Deliberate preference bas nothing to do with desires and passions, to which .
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it'is.-of:ten 4PPPsed. ADd, finally, the conclusion is ~ed
that .we :wish or will ends, the virtuous wishing the real gQOd.
.tb~ .y.ieious, that which appears to ea~h one good; the, ,gpod
.JD8,D.: seeing .the troth in every ease, while most men, are
.decewed . by, :pleasure. Deliberation is &01ely conQerping
,m,eans) ,and deliberate choice is also of means - for; 1ft
:~t be aaici to cJwose immortaJity, but to wish for it; nor
,do ,w.e choose ha.ppiness, but the means of being happy..; aut
in gener.al-we-choose only what is in our power.
,
'. It.. tbllS . appears that what the virtuous man des~s.IOf
wishes. is. the most perfect activity of his soul, and tba.t. h«l
.choQSeS .. the means of attaining this activity. This ~.of
language.is quite different from that of Edwards, who ,wouli
say that we .clwole endl; but the ordinary usage is certainlJ
.Uaat. 9f. Anstotle. We desire a remote result, healtll, ~
'We ob"Q8e. ~e best of the means offered for attaining ~tlI.
We. .C8Jl, in, /thort, choose to do, to act; we· cannot c~ to
N, Qr .that pthers should be or do, however much w.e.~
wish .it.. ·We may loosely say that a man prefers llealth
to,sielmeea, raeaning that he likes health and dislik6/J.s~
ness; or we may say that he choo86S to be well rather thaD
.to be sick;. with the same meaning; but in 8trictn~s' the
FOper; eJtpression would be that a man wishes to ~ w,ell,
qd ohooses·to do what is necessary for health, and it· is: by
~etonymy that he is said to choose health. No one prefen
.sickness to health or pain to pleasure; but many pref~l_
~at..rnsw.t ~ sickness and pain.
.,. ~"iA ,dUlerence, however, is not material, since ~tle
1l~1is thatne,who chooses to act unjustly virtually ~00jJ88
iio: ,~, .uni~t. We have, therefore, to compare the p~
,von .-vinue .consists in benevolence to beiJlg in ~
:wi~h ibe definition of Aristotle.
The first inquiJ;y. ~
:i\Uggests :i~ is, whether benevolence or love to bail\! is a
,l$.bit. "NolW':in spite of his own words it is generally a~itt.ed
~t Ed)v~1J .did not mean the mere sentime.11t of love. but
.1ih6: ~~erc~. 9f this sentiment in appropriate acts, anq ~
the oOcasional, but the constant, exercise. It might ~~

as
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tboref8re, be called a habitual exercise, and Edwards ~01I1d1
blftbe·last to deny that it was in consequence of deli~rate·
cboioe~ and controlled by reason, which, with 4ristotle,.lneiudeaJthe conscience. So far the two systems &Ie.at ODe;'
ad we have now to consider in what sense virtue is:a.mean"
state. and connected with prudence. Ariatotle repeatedly
_ proportions to illuatrate his doctrine, and the lde&,of. a
jadiGious steering between the extremes of conduct i8 fwh
_ental with him; "as it is possible to be wrong in many_,-, but right in one alone."
On'tbe other hand Ech,aMs obsel'T88: "After benevolence'
to; beiDg in general exists, the 'proportion which is ol,lserved..
in objects may be the cause of the proparticm of: benevolence.
tit thole objects; but no proportimt is the CQlUe or ground.of
the existence of such a thing as benevolence to l\eing.. Tbe..
tendency of objeota to excite that degree of benevolence
1f1aich'is proportionable to the degree of being, eto." is tile
COD&eqUe!lce of the existence of benevolence,. and !lOt. the
grcud of it." 1 If this be taken to represent Edwards'.s.view,.
tbelliove to being in general is one thing and love to being.
in'proportion to its worth is another; or else if.a man. have.
luft ~ being in seneral he will love it in proportion to. ita
wOl'llh; and, conversely, he who has !lot love. to being .in)
proportion to its worth bas not love to being in geDeral...
latter is of course the view of Edwards, as appears in the.
peeitiou' that be who has not love to being in general ~8,no
virtue, So that in spite of the above quotation, it.is .not the
love. to being that in itself· constitutes virtue, but to. being ..
~l, or in proportion to its worth. It is therefore the.
~lity of the love, and not its mere e~nce, that
eonst:itutes virtue. One man may have a much greater.
~ of love than another, but as he applies ittQ Ii llmitecl"
oIrcle- of being, he will be vicious; while the latter, byloYiDg
being/in general, will be virtuous. There thus appea8· to
be ne: mtuoua quality in love to being apart from .the due
diairibution of that love, from which it follows that virtue

rna.

1 Works, W,

po 118, New York. lUt.
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coincides with justice, as Aristotle also says, and is simply
equity, or giving everyone his due. This can be estaQlished
beyond all question by the following passage: "When I say
true virtue consists in love to being in general, I shall not
be likely to be understood that no one act of the mind or
exercise of love is of the nature of true virtue but what has
being in general, or the great system of universal existence,
for its direct and immediate object; so that no exercise of
love or kind affection to anyone particular being, that is, but
a small part of the whole, has anything of the nature of Una
virtue. But my meaning is, that no affections towards pal"ticular persons or beings are of the nature of true virtue but
such as arise from a generally benevolent temper, or from
that habit or frame of mind wherein consists a disposition
to love being in general." 1
As, according to Edwards, the wicked may clearly see and
understand that they are loving private being rather than
universal, and yet persist in so doing, he does not make vice
to consist in any weakness of the understanding, any ign~
ranee of the consequences of sin, but in an abominable and
native perversity of the will, which, in spite of all light and
all good influences, will, except for the grace of God, always
choose wrong. The doctrine of total depravity is thus logically unassailable if this assumption be granted. Most of
the assaults against it are utterly futile, involving an ignora/il)
elenchi, and it is worthy of remark that probably the most
able and successful attack upon this doctrine that has ever
been made was made before the doctrine was ever dogmatically in existence - in the teaching of Socrates that virtue
was knowledge. So far as Aristotle and Kant are concerned,
their systems furnish the most solid support to this muchberated dogma. They would, equally with Edwards, say that;
the man who wished his own good, and not the greatest good,
was a bad man; although Kant and Edwards would say that
his will was bad, Aristotle that his reason was defective.
Yet when the problem is reduced to this form it maT be
1

Worts, iii. p. 95. New York, lat.
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questioned whether the reason be not a better term than the
will. Sin bas become a mere question of mathematics; the
sinner deliberately chooses one instead of ten; the righteous
loves ten better than one. Quality is expressly excluded by
Edwards and impliedly by Aristotle, and the whole question
being made purely quantitative, becomes pre-eminentiy a matblr of reason. To the question, why is it wrong to choose to
take one and not ten (ceteris paribus), no answer can be given,
except that it is irrational. No answer, that is, that will not
eventually lead around in a circle to the same question •
.The fundamental basis of all morality, then, which underlies
the system of Aristotle and Edwards, and, as will appear, of
Kant also, is the IfJlJjective appearance of that principle which,
tmder the flame of the IUfficien.t reasoo of A.rchimedeB and

LeiJmitz, is objectively the basiB of all d!J1Wl&ical explanatiofl
of Mtural phenom.entz.
Nothing happens without a reason why it .should be 80
rather than otherwise. If there be a pair of scales in every
reapect exactly alike on each side, and with no weights, or
eq1J&l weights in each scale, it must remain motionless,
because there is no reason why one side should go down
rather than the other. No mechanical science is possible
without the assumption that if a body is acted upon by two
perfectly equal forces it will move equally between them;
and the only justification that can be offered this assumption
(apart from the purely empirical one that it has always been
80), is that no reason can be given why it should move more
to one side than to another. Any violation of this law we
should call a violation of reason itself; a balance that refused
to weigh evenly we should call a bad balance; and in the same
way we call a will that prefers the less to the greater good a
bad will. It is bad because it is irrational; because no sufficient· reason can be assigned why it should take the less good.
This principle is required to harmonize all the varying
theories of morality. All other explanations will be found
themselves to require explanation; and this can only be
offered in the above formula. Sin consists ill a violation of
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the.IRW; but why is it sinful to vi'" ·the .law , ,Bea&UICt
we 09ght to keep the law. But why ought ifl8 00 leep .the.
la1l',? Because it is right to keep i*,.ud wrong to bJ'eak ifl.!
But why is it right to keep the law? .. ·To this·tAe uslJalrl'ePlY.
i~ ,10 meaningless iteration: What is right is right, and must
be dOJ;le rather than what is expedieM.; which is m.eItl'~.
~tiaJ;n. But the only proper explanation is; that DO ~Il:
qan be given why if a man admits the law..t all-,whieh· he
mU!lt if he is a moral being-he should'make any ~ptiQJl
t9·i~ iD. his own case. By the very fact·that heaade eaaeption h, would establish another mw., .viz. that auy.one·could
~ exceptions to the law when he greatly desired .it; aael.
thi~ h~ would at once see would do away.with.aU law. "
.Again, if it be said that siu is selfishneSl,- it.may be. lUSted,
\V~y is selfishness sinful? It is. not enough·to 181, Beaule
it is. Nor is it of any avail to say that selfishness is ooa4inrJ
wtbe greatest good of the greatest nUlllber,-m.:,~the
question reverts to its quantitative form., why lia, it w.tODg! tRt
ohopse ten -rather than one? To which the. onlYr answer· is..:
tha~ no reason can be assigned why one should· be -MDII8Il-.
• tbe:r thau ten. So also if it be said wiili the UtiliWiaPt,
t11at the greatest good of others is the greatest goo.6 ~ the iJl..
dirid1lJ',l, and that he that is selfish Jieglerrts his OWD:~
g094,. :we arrive at tho same question, Wh, akould be DOt;.
~eglect his own good ? and at the same answer, Beoause tbvtl
if·no. reason why ten should be takeDl.rather·than~. -.~ma.
-is a:purely rational prinoiple, and at· -the- ~,·tiJurlimpli•.
~ o,I;)ly dynamical principle of the naIOD"eontaiJ)ioc ~:
~ two moments: I choose to act, which -ds· the MIDI8.
rational e::r.istence in general, and explains whY'8OD)e chQi.~
must be made, either of ten or of one'; and,- secondlyt au.
aotioJl must be in accordance with reasouf.that is, quau......
tive, showiug why ten. is taken rather than tDe. :A.l1'~Il-J
i,ng consists in the knowledge of the equality-or;.iden.ijt.T of
Qbjects or relations, taken first in, pairs and t1len eompoUBded
into ,more complex units; and the j.dgment that a .right -*
must.be performed is 88 purely a ratioul judgment aa.~

_I
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of equality. As it would be caned irrational to maintain
thnt two does not equal two, so it is irrational to desire ten
rather than one, to choose the less good before the greater.
Bad reasoning, then, as well as bad action, is bad because
it is inequitable. Love to a small portion of being is wrong,
because it is disproportionate or inequitable, and the virtuous
man occupies a mean, because that is equitable. So the
principle of Kant - act as if the maxim of thy will were to
become, by thy adopting it, a universal law of nature - may
be reduced to the same basis, since if the individual make
an exception in bis own case, when the same could not be
made into a universal law, he is violating reason by making
one equal to ten. And the principle of Bentham - every
one to count for one, and no one for more than ODe - falls
also under this law; for after the assumption that every
one's interest is the same in amount, so far as moral questiolll
are concerned, that is, that the worth of every soul is the
aame as that of every other, no reason can be given why
one should be taken before another. So far as doing right
in the abstract is concerned, the particular penon is not
important, - we cannot say to another, it is better that thou
do wrong than 1,- and therefore all must be treated equally
by the law.
In Aristotle's discussion of justice, which he finds to
coincide with virtue, except that justice is relative and virtue
is absolute, he expresses himself 18 follows :
"SiDce ~ ajut man is unequal, and what is ajm is unequal, it is
plain that there is 1OID8 mean of the unequal, and this i. the eiIual; for
in whatever action there is the more and the less there is also the equal.
If then the unjust is unequal, the just is equal; which is without argument
admitted by all; and since the equal is a mean the JUBt would also be a
•

mean.

The equal is in at the least two things, hence the just being a

u well .. equal mun relate to lOme things and some persons. 80
far u it ia a mean it is 01 things, that ie, the more and the Ie.; and ..
equal i& iB in relation to two; and .1 just, to certain persons. Bence
III8Ut

j1l8tice implies four forma at leaat; for there mW!t be two person. to whom
it relates, and two elem~nta in the things to which it relates. And there
wID be the l8Dleo equality between the persoDl aud between the things,
b .. the tbmp are to each other 80 are the. per80DI i if the persons are
VOLo XXXV. No. 188.
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unequal they WJll not haTe equal things. Fights aad quarrels ari..
whenever either equal persons do not have equal things, or unequal perIODS have or get equal things. This is evident from the re"aard according
to worth; for all conf'eas that in distributions what is jnat must be accord~
ing to Bome standard of worth, although they do not all make the standard
the aame•••••• JnBtice, therefore, is something proportionate, for ~
portion iB not peculiar to arithmetic, but of everything quantitative
(~ dpt6p.ou), for proportion is an equality of relation (reason or ratio,
>.6yov), and in the case of at leut four terms. ••••• And justice is in at
least four terms, and the relation is the same ; for they are similarly divided,
both the things and the persons receiTing them. A : B :: C: D or
A : C ::
D or A+C : A : : B+D : B, which is the formula for just
distribntion••••• Injustice is disproportion, either in ueeBS or deficieDcy.
A.nd this is the cue in acts, for he who acta unjustly haa too much, and
the one that Buffem injustice too little good. The opposite is the cue in
regan! to evil, for the less evil Btanda in the relation of good compared
with the greater i for the less ,eTil is rather to be chosen than the greater,
and what is deserTing of choice is good, and what is more deserTing is
greater good."I
,

n:

This implies, beyond mistake, the Edwardean principle
of love to being according to its worth or quantity. In fact,
although Edwards maintains that" agreement and consent
of different things" is only a secondary kind of beauty, and
not that of true virtue, he 80 involves the idea of proportion,
which is fundamental to his whole argument, that he cannot
escape the conclusion of Aristotle. The substance of what
he says is expressed in the following passage, which should
be compared with a previous extract :
" Indeed, most of the duties incumbent on us, if well considered, ril be·found to partake of the nature ot jUltice.
There is some natural agreement of one thing to another,
some adaptedness of the agent to tho object; some answerableness of the act to the occasion; some equality and proportion in things of a similar nature, and of a direct relation
one to another. So it is in relative duties; duties of children
to parents and of parents to children; duties of busbands
and wives; duties of rulerS and subjects; duties of friendship and good neighborhood; and all duties that we owe to
God, our Creator, Preserver, and Benefactor; and all duties
1 Eth.

NiL, ,..
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whatsoever considered as required by God, and as what are
to be performed with a regard to Christ..•..• But there is
another and 'higher ~auty in true virtue, and in all truly
virtuous dispositions and exercises, than what consists in
any uniformity or similarity of various things; viz. the "niota
of hearl to being in' general, or to God, the Being of beings,
which appears in those virtues; and of which those virtues,
when true, are the various expressions or effects." 1
What is here meant by "union of heart to being in
general" is of course deplorably uncertain, so far as the language casts any light upon the question. Edwards, of
eanrae, does not hold that virtue resides in the natural
affections. As we have before o~rved, he does not regard
the mere feeling or sentiment of love to being as having anything to do either as cause or as effect with virtue. (" Natural
af£ection does not arise from a principle of virtue, and has
DO tendency to produce it." 2) It is the correct and proportionate distribution of this feeling that introduces virtue as
it introduces the choice. We must therefore suppose that
the meaning of the above passage is, that virtue does not
consist in the proportiota itself, but in acttng, willing, or
choosing according to this fitness or natural agreement.
And this is precisely the view of Aristotle. The position
of Edwards, therefore, contains nothing new compared with
that of Aristotle, except the introduction of the concept of
God as equivalent to being in general. This, however
important theologically, does not in the least affect the reasoning of ethics. Aristotle, as much as Edwards, could
maintain that virtue consisted in love to being according to
its worth, although his view was more restricted hl estimating the quantity of being. The foundation that he laid,
although verbally different and more complex in conception,
is really that upon which Edwards built; and no incongruity
would relmlt if a theological superstructure were put upon
Aristotle's ethics. The following passage shows where such
an addition might naturally be made:
1

Worb, iii., P.

11&.

'lb1d., P. 137.
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" That the pet6ct happmelll is a kind of CODtemplafiYe or speeuWiTe
(O..",urf).aetivity uaight appear from the fact that we regard the god_
.. espeeially bleued and happy. But wbat actioDl can be attributed to
them? It would be ridiculous to regard them aa just in bargaining,
repaying deposits, and luch things. Or are they brave, encountering
terrible things and exposing themselves to danger beeause it is honorable?
Or are they liberal? But to whom will they give? And it it absurd
to IUppose they have money or anything of the kind. Or can they be
temperate? Such praise would be inept, because they have no bad
desiree. And if we went through the whole list, all moral at:fa would
seem trifting Rnd unworthy of gods. But yet all suppose that they live
and are active i for they do not sleep like Endymion. But 'nlife is without
ordinary tranaaetioll8 and productions, what is leA except the use of the
ftUOD [O.~]? 80 that the activity of God .. it excels in bl.adDela
'Would be speoulative [cf. Plato, God geometrizel]. H8JlC8 that haman
activity 'Which is IDOIt akin to tlsi. 'Would be the happiest. He who is
active intellectually. and guards his mind, and keeps it in the beet atate,
is likely to be the moat beloved of the goda i for if they have any regard
for human aWain, .. is probable, it is rel80nable that they should rejoice
in 'What is bed and moat akin to themaelv•• i but this is the mind. ADd
they would benefit those who eapeciallyloved and honored this, .. thole payiDg attention to their frienda and acting rightly and honorably. Now, tba*
.U these qualities belong especially to the wise man is not doubtful i he is
therefore moat dear to the gods, and in this sense he is the happiest man.ttl

In technical language the definition of virtue given by
Aristotle is formal i by Edwards it is material. From a
scientific point of view, therefore, the Aristotelean definition
is much superior, as any moral action may at once be tested,
and it involves no reference to any particular religious belief
or even metaphysical doctrine. It is as general in ita application as the laws of number or of the reason itself. It does
not specify the worth of any object, but simply points out
that decision must be made in accordance with worth. So
long as virtue is made a matter of reason, so long as the
natural affections arc denied all moral quality, this position
cannot be overthrown. On this foundation, although perhaps
in ignorance of its existence, Edwards built his system. It
consists of an axiom and a postulate. The axiom is that
of Aristotle - Action must be in proportion to end, or
love to being must be distributed according to its worth.
1 Etb.

N'1k.. L 8.
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The postulate is in this application perhaps peculiar to Ed·
wards - God is the greatest quantity of being.. This postulate is a necessity for his .system as a systenl of theology, and
its 888umption transforms the science of ethics into theology.
We may here notice a reproaoh often made against Ed·
wards, but which, if it applies to him, applies equally to
Aristotle. According to Edwards, it is said, God is the
most ooll8WDDlately selfish being in the universe.· The
position of Edwarda is logically evident enough. If virtues
consists in love ro being in general, God as the greatest
quantity must love himself the most. If any Ohe wishes to
avoid the conclusion, he must deny the condition. The
explanation of the term "love" given by Edwards is per..
feetly satisfactory; bUt it cannot be denied that it is his own
fault that he has been misunderstood. The word "love"
always has been, and always will be, in common parlance,
.a word signifying an emotion or feeling or affection. Now,
u> maintain that virtue has nothing tG do with the natural
affections, and then to select a word to define virtue that
eould not fail to suggest these aftections, was to invite mia..
understanding. Hence the bitter feeling so often excited
by this system of theology. Men knew that love could not
at the same time be virtuous and evil, and yet this unanswerable logician sllowed that it must be so. Assent could
not be refused, nor consent granted. Edwards therefore
deserved his ill success; the men he convinced were con·
vinced against their will, with the usual consequence. And
10 this great man,- a mind which in the power of sustained
deductive reasoning may be ranked with that of Newton,from his negleot to frame his leading positions in clear and
unambiguous language, will be forever misunderstood. Poa..
terity can cling to but a few of any man's utterances; and
where the very catch-words of & system are uncertain, the
whole must pay the penalty.
We find, however, an explanation of the term" self·love"
that is clear enough for any purpose :
" Self.love, I think, is generally defined, c a man's love of
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his own happiness'; which is short, and may be thought
very plain..••.. A man's DUm happiMII may either be taken
universally, for all the happiness or pleasure of which the
mind is in any regard the subject, or whatever is grateful
and pleasing to men; or it may be taken for the pleasure a
man takes in his own proPer, private, and separate good.
And so self-love may be taken in two ways: 1. It may be
taken for the same as his loving whatsoever is pleasing to
him, or loving what he loves...••. This is only a general
capacity of loving or hating, or a capacity of being either
pleased or displeased, which is the same thing as a man's
having a faculty of will. For if nothing could be either
pleasing or displeasing, agreeable or disagreeable, to a man,
then he could incline to nothing, and will nothing. But if
he is capable of having inclination, will, and choice, then
what he inclines to and chooses is grateful to him, whatever
that be - whether it be his own private good, the good of
his neighbors, or the glory of God. And so far as it is
grateful or pleasing to him, so far it is a part of his pleasure,
good, or happiness ...••. This may be a general reason why
men love or hate anything at all, and therein differ from
stones and trees, which love nothing and hate nothing•...••
Self-love, as the phrase is used in cQmmon speech, most
commonly signifies a man's regard to his confined private
.elf, or love to himself with respect to his private interest.
By private interest I mean that which most immediately
consists in those pleasures or pains that are personal. For
there is a comfort and a grief that some have in other's
pleasures or pains, which are in otlulrs originally, but are
derived to them, or in some measure become theirs, by
virtue of a benevolent union of heart with others. And
there are other pleasures and pains that are originally our
own, and not what we have by such a partici}mtion with
others; which consist in perceptions agreeable or contrari
to certain personal inclinations implanted in our nature,
Buch as the sensitive appetites and aversions, etc.1 ••••• And
1 Worb, Iii.,

pp. 118, 119.
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though self-love is far from being useless in the world,yea, it is exceedingly necessary to society, - yet everybody
sees that if it be not mbordinate to and regulated by another
more e.xtensive principle, it may make a man a common
e'Mfa1I to the general system." 1
The refutation of the charge that he makes God a selfish
being follows a somewhat similar line of reasoning, but is too
much expanded to be here presented. It is found in the
treatise on God's chief end in creation. What we wish to
call attention to is the similarity of the abov&quoted explanation to that given by Aristotle. The question comes up
in his celebrated discussion of friendship, when he remarks :
.. It is a question whether a man ought to IOTe himself or some other

beet; for we may blame those that have an especial aft"ection for themsebes,
aDd, u ifit were disgraceful, call them self-Iov8J'L The bad man aeems to
do everything for his own lake, and all the more the more wicked he is.
They censure him. therefore, because he does nothing without reference to
hiIIIIel£ But the good man acts trom honor, and the more excellent he
is the more he is governed by honor and by regard for his mend; but
he disregarda his own personal convenience. But facts are not in accord
with these words, and not unreasonably 80. For they say that one should
love best the ODe who is mOISt of a mend. Now he ;s moat friendly who
wiabes good to another on his own account, even if no one should know
it. Now this. u well u all the other thiags that make up the definitioD
of a friend, is especially true in the relation of a man to himself, for it hu
been stated that trom himself proceed all friendly feeliDgs eyen towards
others. And all the proverbs agree in this, u .. one soul," and .. everything
in common among friends," and c. friendship is equality," and "the knee
II nearer than the ankle"; for all these things exist especially in regard
to oneself; for every one is a friend to himself, and therefore ought to
love himself moat.
.. h is therefore a reasonable question, which of these nen we are to
foIlo.... since both seem credible. Perhaps, then, it is necessary to analyze
aeb argument&, and define how far and in what seuse they are true. If
then ...e were to take the word .. self-lover" and see how each D888 it, we
aboald be likely to get at the truth. Those, then, who apply it as a
reproach call thoee self-lovers who take to themselves the greater share
of money or honors or bodily pleaeuree, for moat men are striving after
Ibeae, and are moat desperately in earnest about them, as if they were the
_ thinp; whence a1Io they are very much fought about. Now those .
1 Works,

iii.. p. 148
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who are eager for luch thiuga gratify their deairel &ad, in gueral, their
passions and the irrational part of the lOul. But mOlt Jmln are of this
kind; hence also the appellation haa arisen from the fact that the generality
of men are bad. Accordingly it i. just that self-Iovera in this sense should
be reproached. ADd it is clear that the many do oall those aeu:.loven
that 10 discriminate in their own favor. For if any ODe is alwafl eIIgV
that he himself especially of all should do what is jlllt or telllperate or
anything virtuous, and in general wishes always to win honor for himeelf,
DO one would call such a man a self-lover, nor blame him.
"And yet Inch a one 'Would seem to be an the more a self-lover; fur he
&llignl to himself what is most honorable and especially good, and gratifiel the moat auperior part of hillllelf and obeys this in every respect.
And as the snpreme part especially seems to be the state and everr other
I)'8tem, 10 it constitutes the man; and therefore he that is devoted to this
part, and gratifies it, is especially a self-lover. And 10 a man is called
, continent or incontinent, according aa the mind rules or not, as if this
were the individual. And men think that what they do with re&8OD
they themsell'es especially do, and do voluntarily. Bence it is plain that
this especially constitutes the individual, and that the good man is especially
devoted to this. Bence he would be especially a self-lover, in a diJl'ereDt
sense from the reproachfUl one; ditFering as much aa living according to
reason ditFera hm being governed by passion, or aa desiring what is
honorable ditl'era &om desiring what seems profitable.
"Accgrdingly all approve of and praise those who are chiefly concerned
about honorable actI. H all contended for the honorable and strove to
do the most honorable things, everyone in general would have his doe,
and to every individual there would be the greatest of the goods, it virtue
is what we I&Y it is. So that it is necessary that the good man be a self101'er, for he himself will be delighted in doing what is honorable and
will profit everybody else. But this is not necessary in the case of the
wicked man ; for he will injure both himself and his neighbors, following eYil
passions. To the wicked man, then, what he ought to do and what he
does are at variance; but the good man does what he ought; for all
mind chooaes for itself what is best, and the good man obey. his mind.
And it is true of the worthy man that he does many things on account of
hie mends and his fatherland, even if it becomes necessary to die. For
be wro cast aaide money and honora, and, in short, all those goods that
are objects of strife, gaining for himself honor. For be would prefer a
pat and short pleasure rather than a little and protractea one, and to
live one year honorably rather than to live in the ordinary way for many
)'eara, and to do one pat and honorable act rather than man)' little
ones. This is what happens to those who die for their country. The.y
choose great honor for themselves and would relinquish money that their
, ftiends might receive more of it; for the money goes to the friend, bat
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die Iaoaor to himIel( 10 that he tUea the greatelt good to bimIelt. ,AD4
with reapect to honors and great place it ia the same; for he gives up aU.
tIIOIe to his friend, for this i. honorable to himself and praiseworthy.
IIeace he i. juatly regarded as a good man, choosing honOr before all
6iDgs. It i. even poealbl& that he give up the performance lueh ac*'
to hia ftieDd, and that eTen more honorable thaD hi. own doiDg of •
am, may be the caualag a friend to do it. In alllaud3ble thiDglt therefOre, the excellent man aeema to . .ign himaelf the greater ahare of what
is honorable. Thus, then, it is neee&l1D7 to be a lelf-Iover, as baa been
laid; but in the way that the man)' are, it is not neeeuary." 1

0'

In spite of all that has been written upon this question,
nothing has been added to what Aristotle here gives us.
Every source of misunderstanding is disposed of, with but a
word in many cases, but a word that ends dispute. One
touch is especially fine, where it is observed that a truly good
man, whose sole end is upright conduct, will even stand
aside to aUow a friend to perform an honorable act, and
thereby gain the grefltter honor. But the chief merit of this
explanation is that it makes clear beyond all mistake that
honorable conduct is in the nature of things a good in itself,
and the highest good. Hence a man cannot be virtuous
without securing to himself the greater good, aye, even aimipg at it for himself. So that the altruist cannot escape
aiming at his own greatest good, from the simple fact that
self-abnegation may be the greatest good. For a man to
disregard himself, in the sense of Aristotle that his reason
or conscience is himself, is to be mad or wicked, and not
noble. For a man to disregard his own desires and passions
that he may obey his reason is not to disregard himself;
unlesa his passions constitute himself, and not his reason.
The whole question, therefore, depends upon the definition
of self, and it would have saved uncountable disputes of
those eager enthusiasts whose anxiety to repudiate selfishness is itself an illustration in its most annoying form of the
feeling against which they contend, it these hasty correctors
of mistakes th.at are really their own, but which they impute
to others, would have strengthened their understandings
1

VOL. XXXV. No. 138.
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with a little study of the great moralists. Whatever definition be chosen there is no doubt that he is unjust (and therefore in the common sense selfish) who condemns others
without a most thorough examination of their words; and it
is never edifying - unless as a disgusting but wholesome
medicament-to behold self-conceit striving to win popular
applause by lauding unselfishness.
We cannot but regard the whole controversy between the .
opWSing schools of moralists as depending upon a confusion
between the final cause or end of actions and their result.
It is quite possible - and we venture to say it is commonfor two opposing authors to dispute ad infinitum simply
because one uses the word" end" in the sense of purpose,
while the other employs it in the sense of result. The difference inevitably leads to results as wide as the pol.es asunder.
In one sense the end of virtuous action is itself - it is to
act virtuously, to do what is right for no ulterior reason,
but simply because it is right-because reason and conscience
demand it, because it is complying with the law, because it
is the greatest good, or whatever form of words be employed.
But the end of virtuous action in the sense of the result, is
happiness, and the greatest good to oneself. To confuse
these two conceptions is to hopelessly involve the whole
subject of morals; but this is what is too often done by the
controversialists. The utilitarian really means that what is
best for him is what will make him bappiest, and he does
not, as is too often absurdly supposed, maintain that the
gratification of his senses will make him happiest, but the
obedience to his reason; and this is precisely the virtue of
the other school; so that if one says, I do this because it
will make me happiest, and the other, I do this because it is
right, their differencce is only an accidental, and not an
essential one; for, if they be pressed for further reasons,
the one will reply, it will make me happiest because my
reason will not allow me to act otherwise; and the other
(if he can be persuaded to cease iterating, as Oicero does,
from one end to the other of his treatises, without ever sturn-
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bling upon another idea - because it is right) must answer,
it is right because reason requires it.
It is perfectly consistent with utilitarianism for a man to
Jay down his life for his friend or his country; and greater
love bath no man than this. To insist that a man shall not
think of the reanlts to himself of his own acts is to insist
that he shall not think of their results at all; to reduce
Moe from a matter of reason to a matter of impulse. Now
i~ is, perhaps, a sound view to regard virtue as not consisting
in rational choice, but in good impulses; but if so, it shoald
be properly explained before criticism of the existing theories
which are certainly founded upon another basis. The propolition which hannomzes both schools is this: The virtuous
man is he who 80 acts aa to promote the highest good of all,
by doing which he indeed insures to bimself the higheSt good
also; but what fills his mind in his deliberation and action
is not himself - the thouglat that he is to be benefited, but the
good results that are to follow. In other words, his,view is
purely objective, and the more it is subjective the less it is
·virtuo~s. Who does not recognize as those he f'elpects most,
those quiet men of clear and powerful reason who seem uneonacious of their own existence in their devotion to the
Mlde for which they labor; who sink altogether their own
personalitY in their work, 80 that they are astounded. when
ftatterera come to praise them; who dislike to be thanked
or be reminded that they are admired, that being foreign to
their purpose; men who do not wish to say, I clid it i but it
u dime i perfect servants of God, who calmly fulfil their
appointed round of duties, as the great eartb quietly swings
about the sun, not without internal commotions and struggles,
as the eartb haa its tornadoes and volcanoes, but just as little
affected by them, because of the immensely overmatching
force of the divjne controlling reason.
Before quitting this passage from Aristotle, it is important
to notiee the great principle implied in his remark that selflove in the bad sense means taking to one's self the greater
ehare of mon~y, honors, or sensual pleasures. It might be
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asked why this should be 80 wrong, aDd yet it be &0 right to
secure the highest degree of honor. One obvious clistiw:ti.on
is that the former are means, while honor is an eDd.in-itself,
or absolute good. This may have been the meaning of
Aristotle; but -there is a deeper truth in his remark. A..ll
suoh things as money, hOllors, and bodily pleasures are
limited in quantity; while to honor itself no 81leh relation
can be applied. There are many human beiDgs, and only a
moderate amount of worldly goods. He, therefore, who
seizes for himself a disproportionate share of the ' surface of
the earth does unjustly; for he deprives another of what this
other has an equal claim to, thereby si..nn.iJlg against his reaBOI1
in making an exception to law in his own favor. So, IlI'bya
natural law the numbers of both sexes are made equal, he wJao
does not content hims&lf with one woman siBs against justice.
But with righteousness there is no limit, nor has anyone yet
found that for him there was
share of goodness. The
fountain of virtue is not to be drained dry, though milliODI
drink thereat; for it is inexhaustible as timo, and like space
it bas no end. Here, then, the spirit of man finds it.
freedom; for there is nought to' restrain, and no eX0e&8 is
possible. The appetites are. not the man, as Aristotle says.
but the mind; and to the free play of reason no oppositiOIl
is found. What constitutes freedom ie freedom from the
control of the appetites, which are something foreign to the
soul, and the most complete and hearty abandonment w
one's own self, to the loftiest and widest tlights that rea&OB
can attain.
It is not necessary, in these pages, to refer to the New
Testament for passages to illustrate this great truth. For
popular apprehension the language there used will not be
superseded. But as a scientifio basil for the po88ibilitYlIDd
reality of freedom, the absence of all quantitative. 00tirmination of the will· in it. desire· for truth and righteQUanes8
is as important as the presence of the same element in the
decisions of justice. And here we may catch a glimpse,
.although an uncertain one, of the freedom proclaimed bl

n.
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Kant. It wo'llld, however, lead'11I too far from our subject
to follow further this discussion. We may content ourselves.
with simply recalling the profound remark of Aristotle, that
mtue and justice are nearly the lame, except that justice is
re1ative, while virtue is absolute.

It may be remarked, in reference to Kant, that he appal'ently does injuatice to Aristotle (although he does not refer
to him· by name) in his sweeping condemnation of Eudemonism. He says that "the consciousness of agreeable.

sensations, regarded as uninterrupted through the whole

course of life, constitutes happine88; and the ruling prinaiple to make regard to one's .own ·bappine88 the supreme

and eingle determination to action is the principle which .is·
j1wtly ealled ~lf..love. Oonsequently all material 'principles
whlch put the determinator of choice in the pleasure or pain
resnlting from the existeuce of an object are to this extent
allot the same kiDd-that ·they belong to a system of Ende-.
monism, and rest on one's oWl188lf-love." 1 Now, as we bave .
aaen, Aristotle doea not at·all.makehappine88 to .consist of.
the ooasciousneas of agreeable sensations, but in a virtuous, .
rational actirity; and, al~ollgh Kant is correct if his deti-.
Ditiaoa be aecepted, yet these definitions by DO means repre-.
aent. the view of Aristotle. A.gain,we have seen that the.
principle of .!.riatoUe ·is no material prineiple, but as purely
formal as that; of Kant bimself; indeed, that both principles'
are at bottom the lame, and differ rUber as different aspecta
of the aame truth than as oppoeiDg theories.
How much Kant misrepresents the view at .least of moy.
aelf-ealled utilitarians may be seen by taking one of his illnatntions: "A foul1h, posse88ing weal~, observes otbe,rs
atrDggling with difficulties; and, ·though he might easily
IIIIiIt them, he 8&18, What concern is it of mine? Let
emy oae be as happy be can. . I neither hinder nor envy
1Ul1 one, nor can I take the trouble to exert myself to advance
bit welfare nor to redress his 1Ol'l'OWI." I This is not virtue
in the utilitarian sense, which is to gratify not simply the.

as
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JIe&. of Ethiea, p. 19.

• Ibid., p. M.
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desire of ease, but all our impulses, including that of justice,
and all in due proportion. Again, Kant says: "H a penon
were to attempt to justify his having borne ,false witness by
alleging to his friend the sacred obligation he lay under of
consulting his own happiness, by enumerating the profits
and advantages acorumg from this falsehood, and if he were
in, conclusion, to point out the extreme cunning he had
employed in the whole 'matter to fortify himself against
detection, and to add that, although he now intrusted to his
friend this secret, yet he was ready to deny it stoutly at any
future occasion, and that in all this he was discharging.
humane and reasonable duty, - certainly his friend must
either laugh him to scorn or torn from him with disgust;
although, if maxims are to be constructed singly with respect
to one's own advantage, nothing of moment can be urged
against such a line of conduct." 1 Certainly his friend, if a
utilitarian, would laugh bim to Bcorn or tum from him with
disgust, and would be but a poor teacher of his principle if
he could urge nothing of moment against such conduct. No
man could take pleasure in Buch gains, and no gains are advantageous in the utilitarian view unless they dord pleasure,
and that not mere sensual pleasure, but that higher delight thU
comes from the exercise of the moral reason. So that it is
only the most degraded kind of Hedonism that Kant is opposing
- that which, as Aristotle says, makes the man to consist
in his appetites, and not in his reason; while the modern
achool of utility entirely coincides with Kant in making the
reason supreme. The ditfereDce arises from the fact that
they speak of the telt or proof of right as if it were the entl
or pu4'pO,e. The two eventually coincide, but ought not to
be confused. The fact that a right act results in my own
greatest happiness is a most serviceable and practical test of
rightne88; but it does not follow. that it is the end present
to the mind in action. H this be maintained by utilitarians,
or any other school, they lie open to the destructive criticism
of Kant.
1

Met. or E&hics. p. II.
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The whole discU88ion of the question of pleasure by Aristotle is 80 admirable that it is an injustice to quote any part
of it. He disposes with masterly good sense of those who
maintain that pleasure in itself is an evil- a doctrine, it is
safe to 8&Y, that is owy theoretically held, and never exem·
plified. Pleasure, it is clear, cannot be the chief good; but
that does not hinder us from regarding it as a good. It is,
in Aristotle's language, the perfection of an energy. It is
not itBelf an end, except in connection with a virtuous activity;
it is like the bl~ of youth to those in their prime. So
long 18 perception aDd thought are in all respects sound,
there will be pleasure in their exertion. Pleasures are of as .
difterent kinds as the activities - some good and some
bad. Pleasure is not thought or perception, although some
foolishly suppose that because they cannot be separated. they
are the same. Pleasure, then, is an invariable aitendant of
the activity of the perfect man; it is not an efficient cause
of happiness, but a formal one. Against pleasure as thus
expla.ined no reproach can be brought. It is not made the
fiDal cause of action, and, with this restriction, is a bleBSing,
and not a curse, the fair handmaid of virtue, the exquisite
ICeIlt of a perfect Hower, and not the temptress of Hercules.
It might seem from the speculative character of the themes
OD which we have been engaged that the treatise of Aristotle
1t'I8 of an abstract description. But ill fact this great phi.
1000pher intermingles with his practical remarks sentences of
such deep and far-reaching truth as, if expanded, would
indeed alter the appearance of the work.' The explication
of these troths may not, perhaps, be uncalled for in the
present backward state of ethics in this country; and yet
it is certainly desirable to recall attention to the admira·
ble delineations of the particular virtues that make up the
most fascinating part of the Nikomachean Ethics. Especially noteworthy in the discussion of such subjects is the
delicate diacrimination in the meaning of the different terms
employed in ethics. No preparation would be of greater ad·
ftDtage to the stoclent, for instance, of Theological ethics, &8
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enabling' him to thread his way understandingly through the
confused maze of CIlsuistry and speak convincingly to men,
thaD a careful eumination of these celebrated portraitures.
They are gems as perfeet in their way as cameos. Nor should
the diltinction be neglected, although we cannot here dwell
upon it, of the virtues into thOle that are purely rational, and
those that arise from. the control of reason over the appetites,
or .intellectual and moral 'rirtues. It is a distinction verbally
known, but perhaps not fully appreciated in all its bearings,
and would reward the student for ita iDftStigation. The
same quantitative determination that we have already alluded
to will be found here to mark the moral virtues and not the
virtues of the reason. Here we may discover again an
adumbration of the doctrine of Kant, that the soul is a thiDgo
in:-itself, or noumenon, and its true activity is free from all
bonds .of space and time.
Sir Henry Maine nmarks in his" Ancient La,," on .the
total change effected. in the science of ethics by the IJ18Uml
of Kant. How can this be true, it may be asked, if the
great principlel of Kant were proclaimed by Ariltotie in the
work that, until· this century, dominated the science! In
reply it may be oblerved that Aristotle only implies what
Kant makes moat prominent. The system of Aristotle mAY
be harmonized with the principles of Kant, which shows that
it is in reality bued upon the same truth; but the aim fi
Ariamtle was espeoia11y desoriptive, while that of Kant"..
speculative. It is no reproacb to .Aristotle·that he did Do*
elaborate principles in his ethics that were elsewhere cJiI.
cussed by him, and were here foreign: to his purpose; nor
is it any disparagement to.Kant to 8&y that the great Stagirite
had dimly felt what be clearly saw - he, that sublime geuilll
whose lofty. fiigbta oondueted him 80 fir into the realm tl
pure being that his voice descends to·us as a wice from oat
of the heanns. All truth has ever been within tbe 1'fJICh of
man-the ability to discern it, no matter when, is the ted
of genius. The keen eye of the artist that detects, in I
work that all but him have alighted and despised, th:e in-
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spired hand of a former master, implies in himself the pasaeeaion of a like inspiration.
All truth is one; and the deeper the penetration of two
great minds the nearer do they approach. The works of
both Kant and Aristotle in ethics are needed, and, one might
almost add, no others. One point especially in which Ariatotle fails us and where Kant's glory shines brightest, is the
presentation of the only feeling, or correlate to feeling, that his
vigorous system admits - reverence for the law. This
" spring" of action is enough; but as much as this is needed.
This humbles the haughtiest, be he king or philosopher.
Back of this no mortal can ever go. To him who would
Btill ask, when morality has been shown to be ordained by
reason, Why should reason be obeyed? no answer can be
given but that contained in these great words: "How naked
reason, independently of every other spring, can be itself
active and spontaneous, i.e. how the mere prinojple of the
ftlidity of its maxims for unive~ laws, independently on
every object man may be interested in, can be itself a spring
to action, and beget an interelt which is purely ethical; to
explain this, I say, lwuJ rea.wn can be tktu practiCal, is quite
beyond the reach and grasp of all human thought, and the
labor and toil bestowed on any such inquiry is fruitless and
thrown away. The idea of a pure cogitable world, as an
aggregate of reasonable beings, to which we ourselves belong,
although still parts in a physical system, is a most fertile
and allowed idea for the behoof of a reasonable faith, all
knowledge falling short on this side of it. Nor can the
august ideal of a universal kingdom of ends in themselves
fail to excite in man a lively interest in the moral law, since
mankind can only then figure themselves its inhabitants,
when they most industriously adhere to the imperative8 of
freedom, as if they were necessarylaw8 of the physical
o

8fBtem."
VOl. XXXV. No. 118.
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